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Guanine quadruplexes (GQ) are four-stranded DNA structures formed by
guanine-rich DNA sequences. The formation of GQs inhibits cancer cell
growth, although the detection of GQs in vivo has proven difficult, in part
because of their structural diversity. The development of GQ-selective fluo-
rescent reporters would enhance our ability to quantify the number and
location of GQs, ultimately advancing biological studies of quadruplex rele-
vance and function. N-methylmesoporphyrin IX (NMM) interacts selec-
tively with parallel-stranded GQs; in addition, its fluorescence is sensitive to
the presence of DNA, making this ligand a possible candidate for a quadru-
plex probe. In the present study, we investigated the effect of DNA second-
ary structure on NMM fluorescence. We found that NMM fluorescence
increases by about 60-fold in the presence of parallel-stranded GQs and by
about 40-fold in the presence of hybrid GQs. Antiparallel GQs lead to
lower than 10-fold increases in NMM fluorescence. Single-stranded DNA,
duplex, or i-motif, induce no change in NMM fluorescence. We conclude
that NMM shows promise as a ‘turn-on’ fluorescent probe for detecting
quadruplex structures, as well as for differentiating them on the basis of
strand orientation.
Introduction
DNA adopts numerous secondary structures in addi-
tion to the canonical Watson–Crick duplex. One exam-
ple is G-quadruplex (GQ) DNA, a structure formed
by p-p stacking of G-quartets, composed of four gua-
nines held together by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds
[1–3] (Fig. 1). To form GQs, a DNA sequence must
contain one or more regions of contiguous guanines,
typically three or more. Monovalent cations, such as
Abbreviations
APD, acetylene-bridged purine dimer; CT, calf thymus DNA; dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; GQ, guanine quadruplex DNA; NMM, N-
methylmesoporphyrin IX; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA; TBA, thrombin-binding aptamer; Tel22, human telomeric DNA repeat model
sequence.
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sodium, potassium or ammonium, stabilize GQ struc-
tures [1,4]. GQs can be uni-, bi- or tetramolecular and
adopt parallel, antiparallel, or mixed-hybrid topology
(Fig. 1B), depending on DNA composition, stabilizing
cation and the presence of exogenous ligands [5–9].
G-rich DNA sequences with a propensity to form
GQs have been identified throughout the human
genome, including in telomeres, oncogenes (c-MYC,
c-MYB, c-FOS, c-ABL), ribosomal DNA and immu-
noglobin switch regions [10–15]. GQs have been pro-
posed to regulate gene expression, chromosomal
alignment, recombination and DNA replication [16].
Conclusive correlation of GQs with cellular processes,
however, has proved challenging, partly as a result of
the structural diversity exhibited by GQs, and also
because the available probes can induce GQ formation
or alter their structures, making it unclear whether the
GQs observed in vivo are present prior to probe addi-
tion. Accordingly, there is a need for new probes to
clarify the physiological relevance of GQ DNA.
Selective quadruplex targeting and detection are both
important and challenging. A variety of small-molecule
probes display fluorescence that is modulated by the
presence of GQs; such molecules are highlighted in a
recent review [17]. The majority of these probes suffer
from low selectivity for GQ versus double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) or toward a specific GQ geometry. It is
important to discriminate GQs based on their geometry
because it defines the biological roles and functions of
GQs, such as interactions with proteins [18] and drugs
[19,20]. The first example of a ‘turn-on’ fluorescent small
molecule dye specific for parallel-stranded (but not anti-
parallel or mixed-hybrid GQs) was reported recently
[21]. This acetylene-bridged purine dimer (APD) inter-
acts with a variety of parallel-stranded GQ structures,
displays strong emission in their presence, and exhibits
topology-specific staining in agarose gels. Its synthesis,
however, is not trivial. By contrast to this small molecule
example, Balasubramanian’s group reported immuno-
fluorescence detection of GQs [22], thereby improving
the ability to map GQs in vivo. The need remains for
additional GQ selective probes that are either commer-
cially available or easy to prepare and compatible with
sensitive in vivo detection, primarily by fluorescence
microscopy.
N-methylmesoporphyrin IX (NMM) (Fig. 1C) is
highly selective for GQ over single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) and ssRNA, dsDNA, triplex DNA and
DNA–RNA hybrids [23,24]. Previous studies have
demonstrated that NMM fluorescence increases in the
presence of GQ but not dsDNA [25,26]. Recently,
NMM was shown to bind parallel but not antiparallel
GQs [23,27]. The potential of NMM to discriminate
between particular strand orientations of GQs using
fluorescence, however, has not been systematically
explored. NMM is water-soluble, chemically stable,
and commercially available molecule with excellent
optical and fluorescence properties. These attributes,
A
B
C
Fig. 1. Structures of GQ and NMM. (A)
Structure of a G-tetrad. (B) Schematic
representations of mixed-hybrid
monomolecular GQ (left), antiparallel
bimolecular GQ (middle) and
tetramolecular parallel-stranded GQ (right).
(C) Structure of NMM. Note that
commercially available NMM is a mixture
of four regioisomers that differ in the
position of the N-Me group (only one
isomer is shown); each isomer forms a
pair of enantiomers with the N-Me group
pointing up or down.
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combined with the ability of NMM to preferentially
recognize parallel-stranded GQ structures, make it a
promising candidate for selective GQ detection. In the
present study, we applied UV-visible, fluorescence and
CD spectroscopies to evaluate the potential of NMM
as a selective fluorescence GQ reporter in the presence
of a wide selection of DNA structures.
Results and Discussion
In light of the exceptional selectivity of NMM for GQ
DNA relative to other DNA secondary structures
[24,25] and the unique ability of this ligand to discrimi-
nate between parallel versus antiparallel GQ conforma-
tion [23], we aimed to determine whether NMM could
be used as a GQ-specific fluorescence probe. To achieve
this goal, we measured the fluorescence of NMM in the
presence of a variety of DNA sequences and secondary
structures, including ssDNA, dsDNA and i-motif
DNA, as well as carefully selected GQ DNA with rep-
resentative folding topologies (Table 1). GQ secondary
structures are usually defined as follows. Mixed-hybrid
quadruplexes contain one strand running in the oppo-
site direction from the other three strands (Fig. 1B,
left). Antiparallel GQs contain two strands that run in
opposite direction from the two remaining strands; for
example, the bimolecular GQ shown in Fig. 1B (mid-
dle). A parallel-stranded GQ has all four DNA strands
running in the same direction, as shown in Fig. 1B
(right), for a tetramolecular GQ. The secondary struc-
Table 1. Oligonucleotide conformation and fluorescence enhancement and lifetime data.
Name
Conformationa
Fluorescence
enhancementb
Fluorescence lifetimes
(s1; ns)
c
Without
NMM
With
NMM
C1A ss ss 0.69  0.19 (TB)
Tel22, 100Li ss ss 1.22  0.21 (100Li)
CT ds ds 0.00  0.05
0.03  0.07 (50Na)
ds26 ds ds 0.25  0.06
C1A:C1B ds ds 0.44  0.22 (TB)
C8 i i 1.25  0.65 (5K 5.8)
i-cMyc i i 1.53  0.12 (5K 5.8)
C4T4C4 i i 0.45  0.16 (5K 5.8)
TC4T i i 0.44  0.00 (5K 5.8)
IL1 P P 55.7  6.8 (TB)
G4 P P 67.8  4.3
65  11 (TB)
7.83  0.01
8.29  0.01 in TB
G8 P P 69.9  3.7
57.5  4.2 (TB)
8.00  0.01
7.97  0.01 in TB
VEGF P P 52.9  2.0 7.09  0.01
cMyc P P 64.8  3.8 7.96  0.01
cKit2 P P 46.3  1.6 6.35  0.01
cKit1 P/M P 41.9  2.5
G4TERT P/M P 50.2  6.1
Bcl-2 P/M P 47.9  1.2
Tel22 M P 25.5  2.4 s1 = 7.26  0.02 (89)
s2 = 2.00  0.03 (11)
26TelG4 A/M M 34.1  4.6
G4T4G4 A/M M 60.2  4.6 7.13  0.01
Tel22, 50Na A A 1.59  0.18 s1 = 5.18  0.01 (60  2)
s2 = 0.68  0.002 (40  2)
TBA A A 15.5  1.4 s1 = 5.81  0.01 (90  4)
s2 = 1.07  0.01 (10  4)
TBA, 50Na A A 5.15  0.39
26TelG4, 50Na A A 12.1  1.3
G4T4G4, 50Na A A/M 16.0  1.1 s1 = 6.85  0.002 (88  3)
s2 = 1.34  0.01 (12  3)
a A, antiparallel; ds, double-stranded (duplex); I, i-motif; M, mixed; P, parallel; ss, single-stranded. b Buffer is 5K unless specified otherwise.
c Population is given in parenthesis as a percentage and is 100% if not specified.
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ture of each DNA in the present study was verified
using CD spectroscopy (Figs S1 and S2).
Quadruplex sequences chosen in the present study
include oncogene promoters, telomeric DNA and some
synthetic sequences. Specifically, Tel22 [28] and
26TelG4 are human telomeric DNA sequences; G4T4G4
is telomeric DNA from the ciliate Oxytricha nova. This
latter sequence was chosen because it maintains
antiparallel topology both in potassium [29] and
sodium [30] buffers. G4TERT corresponds to a DNA
sequence in the promoter of hTERT, a catalytic
domain of telomerase [31]. Oncogene promoters tested
in the present study include VEGF, Bcl-2, cKit and
cMyc. VEGF is an oncogene promoter for vascular
endothelial growth factor that is upregulated in a
variety of cancers [14]; Bcl-2 inhibits cell apoptosis in
B-cell lymphoma cancer cell lines [32]; cKit is a tyro-
sine kinase receptor that controls cell growth [33]; and
cMyc is a transcriptional regulator of approximately
15% of human genes involved in a variety of cancers
[34]. In addition, we tested nonphysiological DNA
sequences that are models for GQs. The thrombin-
binding aptamer (TBA) [35] was used in the present
study because, similar to G4T4G4, it forms an antipar-
allel topology regardless of buffer condition; G4 and
G8 always form simple homogeneous tetramolecular
parallel quadruplexes; and IL1 forms a parallel-
stranded quadruplex with single-stranded overhangs
that contain nucleotides other than thymine.
Titration of NMM with parallel and antiparallel
GQs monitored by fluorescence to determine
saturation limit and binding constants
NMM fluoresces weakly in aqueous solution, although
its fluorescence increases dramatically in the presence
of certain DNA structures [26]. Thus, NMM can serve
as a ‘turn-on’ fluorescent probe. To determine the
amount of DNA required to reach the fluorescence
signal saturation point for NMM, we performed fluo-
rescence titrations of NMM using a subset of DNA
sequences. Titration data for the tetramolecular paral-
lel quadruplexes, G4 and G8, and for the antiparallel/
mixed-hybrid quadruplex G4T4G4 are shown in Fig. 2;
data for the intramolecular parallel quadruplex,
VEGF, are shown in Fig. S3. These data indicate that
at least five equivalents of GQ DNA are required to
saturate NMM fluorescence. For consistency, 10
equivalents of DNA structural element were used per
NMM molecule in all subsequent experiments.
Our titration data allowed determination of binding
constants. The maximum fluorescence intensity as a
function of added GQ DNA was fit to a 1:1 binding
model, yielding Ka of (1.4  0.2) 9 106 Lmol1 for
G4, (1.7  0.2) 9 106 Lmol1 for G8 and (1.1 
0.1) 9 106 Lmol1 for VEGF. Fits improved (as
judged by residuals) for VEGF when the NMM to GQ
binding ratio was changed to 1:2, yielding Ka of
(7.0  0.9) 9 106 Lmol1. We utilized Job plot experi-
ments (method of continuous variation) to verify
independently the stoichiometry of the NMM–VEGF
interaction. Analysis of the Job plot indicates either a
1:1 or 1:2 binding stoichiometry (Fig. S3B). From these
data, we conclude that one molecule of NMM binds
two molecules of VEGF when VEGF is in excess,
although it binds only one molecule of VEGF when
concentrations of DNA and NMM are comparable.
G4T4G4 quadruplex, which adopts an antiparallel/
mixed-hybrid topology in potassium buffer, displayed
A
B
Fig. 2. Normalized fluorescence data for titration of (A) 1.0 lM NMM
with G4 and G8 in TB buffer and (B) 0.1 lM NMM with G4T4G4 in 5K
buffer at 25 °C. Data for G4 and G8 are the average of three
individual titrations. Solid lines represent global fits to a 1 : 1 binding
model and dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval.
Binding constants were determined to be (1.4  0.2) 9 106,
(1.7  0.2) 9 106 and (1.26  0.07) 9 107 Lmol1 for G4, G8 and
G4T4G4, respectively. Note, the data for G4T4G4 could be satisfactory
fit to a 1 NMM : 2 GQ binding model with Ka of (5.4  0.5) 9
107 Lmol1.
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tight binding to NMM with Ka of (1.26  0.07) 9
107 Lmol1 using a 1 : 1 binding model. This affinity
is two orders of magnitude higher than the previously
reported binding affinity of NMM to a different
mixed-hybrid quadruplex, Tel22, 1.0 9 105 Lmol1
[23]. Overall, the affinity of NMM for the GQ struc-
tures decreases in the order: G4T4G4 > VEGF  G8
 G4 > Tel22. This ordering correlates qualitatively
with higher steady-state NMM fluorescence in the
presence of G4T4G4, G4, G8 and VEGF compared to
Tel22 in 5K buffer (Fig. 3). The tight binding between
NMM and G4T4G4 is somewhat unexpected. In potas-
sium buffer, G4T4G4 forms an antiparallel dimer [29],
which would leave no room for NMM binding. Cur-
rently, our laboratory is investigating the details of this
interaction to uncover possible reasons for this appar-
ently anomalous behavior.
When NMM was titrated with predominantly anti-
parallel G4T4G4 and 26TelG4, both in 50Na buffer,
the fluorescence intensity increased in a linear fashion
not reaching saturation even at a >16-fold excess of
DNA over NMM (Fig. S4). The observed increase in
fluorescence is well below that obtained for G4T4G4 in
5K buffer. The data suggest weak and/or nonspecific
binding of NMM to these sequences.
The presence of parallel GQs increases NMM
steady-state fluorescence intensity and
fluorescence lifetime
To establish the utility of NMM as a fluorescent probe
for quadruplex detection, we determined how the fluo-
rescence of NMM changes in the presence of a 10-fold
excess of a variety of DNA structures. Figure 3 shows
that ssDNA and dsDNA have little effect on NMM
fluorescence in agreement with previous equilibrium
dialysis experiments [24]. These same equilibrium dial-
ysis experiments indicated significant binding between
NMM and the i-motifs TC4T and C4T4C4 [24]. By
contrast, we did not observe fluorescence increases in
the presence of any of the i-motifs that we tested
(i-cMyc, C8, TC4T and C4T4C4). This discrepancy
could be a result of the difference in experimental con-
ditions and nature of techniques utilized to observe
interaction between NMM and DNA. Specifically, the
buffer used in the equilibrium dialysis experiments
contained 6 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM
Na2EDTA, and 185 mM NaCl (pH 7.0), whereas our
buffer, 5K 5.8, had lower ionic strength, lower pH and
5 mM KCl. The insensitivity of NMM to i-motifs (at
least as reported by fluorescence and UV-visible spec-
troscopy) emphasizes its exceptional selectivity for GQ
DNA structures.
The steady-state fluorescence of NMM increases in
the presence of GQ DNA. We investigated the speci-
ficity of this increase by utilizing selected G-rich oli-
gonucleotides that adopt well-defined secondary
structures, including parallel, mixed-hybrid and anti-
parallel (Table 1). IL1, G4, G8, cMyc, cKit2 and
VEGF sequences adopt parallel-stranded topology
alone or in the presence of NMM on the basis of
our CD spectra ([23] and Fig. S1). The addition of
a 10-fold excess of these DNA structures to NMM
leads to a fluorescence enhancement of more than 50
Fig. 3. Summary of steady-state
fluorescence data for NMM incubated
with a 10-fold molar excess of indicated
sequences. Fluorescence enhancement is
reported relative to the fluorescence of
NMM alone. Error bars are 1 SD
(confidence interval of 68.2%).
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(Fig. 3 and Table 1) with the only exception being
cKit2, for which fluorescence enhancement is 46.
Sequences exhibiting starting parallel/mixed-hybrid
conformations, such as cKit1, G4TERT and Bcl-2,
generally lead to fluorescence enhancement of 42 to
50.
Sequences with predominantly mixed-hybrid GQ
topology, such as Tel22 and 26TelG4 in 5K buffer,
lead to a significantly smaller fluorescence enhance-
ment of 25 and 34, respectively. As in the titration
experiments, G4T4G4 GQ in 5K buffer produces an
anomalous result. This sequence adopts an antiparal-
lel/mixed-hybrid topology (CD data; Fig. S2), yet
leads to a fluorescence enhancement of 60, which is
similar to that caused by parallel GQ structures.
A large increase in the fluorescence of NMM upon the
addition of G4T4G4 in 10 mM HEPES buffer with
150 mM NaCl and 5 mM KCl was also reported previ-
ously [25]. A possible explanation is that NMM might
convert G4T4G4 to a structure (or a mixture) contain-
ing significant parallel component. Indeed, increased
parallel component is detected by CD for this sequence
under conditions of two-fold NMM excess (Fig. S2).
It is important to note that the fluorescence samples
contained 10-fold excess DNA (not excess NMM),
leading us to expect that only a small fraction of GQ
DNA could be structurally altered by NMM if it acts
in a stoichiometric fashion.
Incubating NMM with predominantly antiparallel
G-rich sequences resulted in only a small increase in
fluorescence, the lowest of which was observed for
Tel22 and TBA in 50Na, 1.6 and 5.2, respectively.
Low fluorescence enhancements suggest a lack of inter-
action between NMM and these antiparallel structures,
consistent with our previous study [23]. This interpre-
tation is further supported by CD annealing studies in
which NMM failed to induce changes in these DNA
structures ([23] and Fig. S2). Other sequences in this
group, G4T4G4 and 26TelG4 in 50Na or TBA in 5K,
caused small but significant increases in NMM fluores-
cence. These increases, however, are three- to six-fold
lower than those observed for parallel GQ sequences.
We tested whether NMM has an effect on the folds of
these sequences by CD annealing ([23] and Fig. S2)
and observed that the topologies of 26TelG4 in 50Na
and TBA in 5K do not change in the presence of
NMM. By contrast, the addition of NMM to G4T4G4
in 50Na leads to an increase in the CD signal at
264 nm, consistent with an increase in parallel compo-
nent of GQ structure. Our result differs from a previ-
ous study indicating that annealing of G4T4G4 DNA
with one equivalent of NMM in a buffer containing
140 mM NaCl does not change its CD signal [36]. This
discrepancy is most likely a result of the lower amount
of NMM and different buffer composition used in the
latter study.
The presence of a high concentration of potassium
ions shifts folding equilibria toward fully-folded GQ
structures with a higher parallel component. Potassium
is also known to significantly stablize GQ conforma-
tions minimizing the ability of ligands to affect quad-
ruplex topology. To test this possibility, we performed
fluorescence experiments in buffer with 150 mM KCl.
(Fig. S5A). Under this condition, most of the DNA
sequences (cKit1, cKit2, G4TERT, Bcl-2, 26TelG4 and
G4T4G4) displayed a significant increase in CD spec-
tral intensity at 264 nm (Fig. S5B). Overall, the data
collected in 150K buffer resemble those collected in
5K buffer. Notably, all of the parallel (or predomi-
nantly parallel) sequences (G4, G4TERT, Bcl-2, Kit2,
cMyc, VEGF) generate a somewhat lower enhance-
ment of NMM fluorescence in 150K versus 5K buffer;
the only exception is cKit1, which exhibits an
unchanged fluorescence. The small decrease in fluores-
cence enhancement observed in 150K buffer could be
explained by weaker binding of NMM to DNA at this
increased ionic strength. By contrast, NMM in the
presence of mixed-hybrid (Tel22), antiparallel (TBA)
or predominantly antiparallel (26TelG4) quadruplexes
showed an increase in fluorescence enhancement in
150K versus 5K buffer, as would be expected for
quadruplexes with an increased parallel component.
G4T4G4 GQ once again displayed anomalous behavior
characteristic of parallel GQs and not mixed-hybrid
GQs. It is important to emphasize that the overall
trends of fluorescence enhancement were reproducible
in buffers with low or high potassium ion concentra-
tions.
Statistical analysis of the fluorescence enhancement
data confirms the unique selectivity of NMM toward
GQs versus nonquadruplex structures (Table S4). For
example, the fluorescence of NMM at 610 nm is 150-
and 390-fold higher on average in the presence of Tel22
and G8 (in 5K) versus dsDNA, respectively. More
importantly, NMM can differentiate GQ structures
based on their strand orientation. The fluorescence
enhancement values increase in the order: antiparal-
lel < mixed-hybrid < parallel. The ratio of fluorescence
enhancements for predominantly parallel GQs (inter- or
intramolecular) versus antiparallel GQ is 5.9 and for
parallel GQs versus mixed-hybrid is 2.0 when the values
in each category are averaged (Table S3). In previous
equilibrium dialysis experiments, a discrimination ratio
of 2 was reported [24]. This ratio appears to depend on
the identity of the G-rich sequences and on buffer condi-
tions.
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When different conformations of Tel22 are compared
(mixed-hybrid GQ in K+-buffer, antiparallel GQ in
Na+-buffer and predominantly single-stranded in Li+-
buffer), the preference of NMM for mixed-hybrid (or
possibly parallel GQ fold) is obvious (Fig. S6). The
overall discrimination pattern for NMM is similar to
that of another recently reported fluorescent probe,
APD [21]. However, the fluorescence of APD did not
increase in the presence of Tel22, in contrast to our
observation with NMM; the effect of i-motifs on APD
fluorescence was not reported.
We hypothesized that the observed increase in
steady-state emission of NMM in the presence of GQs
is a result of protection of NMM from dynamic
quenching by water. To test this idea, we collected
fluorescence lifetimes for NMM in the presence of rep-
resentative quadruplex topologies (Table 1). The fluo-
rescence lifetime of NMM is the longest (6–8 ns) in
the presence of predominantly parallel-stranded GQs.
By contrast, NMM exhibits two lifetimes (5–7 ns and
1–2 ns) when it interacts with antiparallel or mixed-
hybrid GQ structures. The key result is that the
steady-state fluorescence enhancement values correlate
with fluorescence lifetimes (Fig. S7A). In another
experiment, we used isotopic substitution of deuterium
oxide (D2O) for water because D2O decreases dynamic
quenching of fluorophores [37]. As predicted, the
steady-state fluorescence intensity of NMM in D2O
increased relative to that in H2O (Fig. S7B). The
results of these experiments are consistent with our
hypothesis that binding of NMM to a quadruplex pro-
tects it from solvent, leading to increased fluorescence.
NMM fluorescence detects parallel-stranded GQs
in the presence of duplex DNA
It is important that quadruplex DNA should be recog-
nized by its probe even in the context of a large back-
ground of dsDNA. To demonstrate that NMM is
capable of such selective recognition, we performed two
sets of competition experiments. A solution of NMM
containing > 10-fold-excess of the parallel-stranded G4
or VEGF quadruplex was titrated with increasing
amounts of C1A:C1B dsDNA or genomic CT dsDNA,
respectively. In both cases, the fluorescence of NMM
did not change even when a 100-fold excess of dsDNA
was added (Fig. S8). This is consistent with previous
experiments, where we observed that the melting tem-
perature of NMM-stabilized Tel22 did not decrease
even in the presence of 480-fold excess dsDNA [23]. In a
reverse competition experiment, a solution of NMM
with 100-fold excess duplex was titrated with increasing
amounts of either G4 or VEGF quadruplex. In both
cases, the titration data were practically indistinguish-
able from the titrations of NMM (alone, in the absence
of duplex) with GQ (Fig. S3C for the VEGF case). The
binding constants obtained for NMM–VEGF complex
with or without CT DNA are within experimental error
of each other (6.9  1.5) 9 106 Lmol1 and (7.0 
0.9) 9 106 Lmol1, respectively (assuming 2 : 1 GQ :
NMM binding stoichiometry).
Disruption of GQ structure decreases NMM
fluorescence
Treatment of GQ structures with LiOH dissociates
DNA strands. This process is driven by deprotonation
of the N1 site on guanine at a pH above its pKa of 9.4,
which leads to electrostatic repulsion of the strands. We
observed unfolding of G4 or IL1 GQs upon treatment
with LiOH via CD spectroscopy (for IL1, see Fig. S1).
When NMM was incubated with G4 or IL1, its fluores-
cence increased as expected but fell to levels typical for
NMM alone when DNA was treated with LiOH prior
to addition of NMM (Fig. S9). These results further
highlight the ability of NMM to discriminate between
GQ DNA and other DNA structures (single-stranded
DNA in this case).
NMM fluorescence is predominantly independent
of pH and buffer composition
Physiological pH varies from 7 to 9; thus, it is ideal
that the potential fluorescent probe remain insensitive
to changes in pH in this range. To test the sensitivity
of NMM to pH, an aqueous solution of NMM was
titrated either with acid (HCl) or base (NaOH). The
NMM fluorescence spectrum retained its overall shape
but slightly increased in intensity (by 1.5- to 2.0-fold)
when the pH was increased from 2.0 to 8.6
(Fig. S10A). Upon further pH increase, a new signal
emerged at 636 nm that was at least 25-fold more
intense than the signal in the original spectrum
(Fig. S10B). Observed pH changes were reversible
because the addition of acid to a basic solution of
NMM regenerated the starting NMM fluorescence
spectrum (Fig. S10C). Neutralization of the acidic
solution of NMM lead to a relatively small change in
spectral shape and intensity (Fig. S10D).
Because working with biological molecules requires
buffered solutions, we tested the fluorescence of NMM
in five commonly used buffers over a wide pH range:
8.3 (Tris), 7.2 and 5.8 (lithium cacodylate), and 4.9
and 4.0 (sodium acetate). Again, NMM displayed only
a small (approximately 1.3-fold) decrease in fluores-
cence intensity with decreasing pH (Fig. S11).
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We proceeded to test the fluorescence of NMM in
the presence of selected DNA sequences in two potas-
sium-containing buffers: lithium cacodylate at pH 7.2
(5K) and Tris at pH 8.3 (TB). Direct comparison of
the increase in NMM fluorescence induced by G4 and
G8 reveals that the values in TB are slightly lower
than in 5K: 65  11 versus 68  4 for G4 and 58  4
versus 70  4 for G8. Both measurements show, how-
ever, that NMM fluorescence increases significantly
and reproducibly in the presence of parallel quadru-
plex, indicating that the enhancement is observed eas-
ily over a range of experimental conditions.
In short, the fluorescence of NMM is only weakly
sensitive to the nature of the buffer or the pH (in
the physiological pH range), making it highly suit-
able for biological detection of quadruplex DNA. It
is important to note that the amount and type of
monovalent cation, as well as solution pH, can mod-
ulate DNA structure and, therefore, any DNA inter-
actions with NMM thereby affecting the fluorescence
of NMM.
Conclusions
For use in fluorescence microscopy, a candidate dye
should possess a large extinction coefficient, be selec-
tive toward its target and have an acceptable quantum
yield. NMM meets the first criterion: its extinction
coefficient is 1.45 9 105 M1cm1 [38] and it shows a
Soret band red shift of approximately 20 nm upon
DNA binding [23]. Duplex-binding dyes, such as propi-
dium iodide, which are used routinely for fluorescence
microscopy of DNA, exhibit a 20- to 30-fold increase
in fluorescence when bound to DNA. NMM displays
little change in fluorescence intensity in the presence
of ssDNA (regardless of G-content), dsDNA or
i-motif DNA, and a modest increase in fluorescence in
the presence of antiparallel quadruplexes. By marked
contrast, the fluorescence of NMM increases more
than 40-fold upon the addition of parallel-stranded
GQ DNA, making it an attractive ‘light-switch’ fluo-
rescent probe. The sequence Tel22, which is a frag-
ment of the human telomeric repeat, leads to an
enhancement of 28  2 fold in the fluorescence
of NMM in 5K buffer (where Tel22 exist in a
mixed-hybrid form) but only an enhancement of
2.6  0.2 fold in 50Na buffer (where Tel22 adopts
antiparallel topology) or an enhancement of
2.2  0.2 fold in 100Li buffer (where Tel22 is single-
stranded), indicating that discrimination of the type of
fold adopted by the human telomeric sequence in vivo
could be achieved by fluorescence microscopy of
NMM-stained samples.
Materials and methods
Porphyrins, oligonucleotides and buffers
NMM was purchased from Frontier Scientific (Logan, UT,
USA), dissolved in water (resistivity 1.8 9 105 Ωm) at 0.3–
1.3 mM, and stored at 4 °C. NMM stock solutions were
freshly diluted with appropriate buffers. NMM concentra-
tions were determined spectrophotometrically using e379 nm
= 1.45 9 105 M1cm1 [38]. Tris(hydroxymethyl)amino
methane (Tris), boric acid, hydrochloric acid, cacodylic
acid, lithium hydroxide (LiOH), tetramethylammonium
chloride (TMACl), potassium chloride and magnesium
chloride were standard grade reagents and were used as
received. The DNA oligonucleotide sequences used in the
present study are provided in Table S1. All oligonucleotides
were purchased from commercial vendors. Selected
sequences were purified by ethanol precipitation as
described in the Supporting information, Doc. S1. The buf-
fers used were:
10 mM lithium cacodylate (pH 7.2), 5 mM KCl, 95 mM LiCl
(5K);
10 mM lithium cacodylate (pH 7.2), 150 mM KCl (150K);
10 mM lithium cacodylate (pH 5.8), 5 mM KCl, 95 mM
LiCl (5K 5.8);
10 mM lithium cacodylate (pH 7.2), 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM
LiCl (50Na);
10 mM lithium cacodylate (pH 7.2), 100 mM LiCl (100Li);
50 mM Tris-borate (pH 8.3), 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2
(TB); and
50 mM Tris-borate (pH 8.3), 10 mM TMACl, 1 mM MgCl2
(TB-TMACl).
The complete list of buffers is provided in Table S2.
TMACl was used in lieu of KCl because it minimizes GQ
formation [39].
To induce the formation of the most thermodynamically
stable GQ conformations, oligonucleotides were diluted in
the desired buffer (with or without added salts) and melted
at > 90 °C for 5 min. When required, aliquots of concen-
trated stock solutions of KCl and/or MgCl2 were mixed
into the heated solution, which was then allowed to heat
for an additional 5 min, cooled to room temperature over
3 h, and incubated overnight at 4 °C. The i-motif struc-
tures were formed by preparing C-rich sequences in acidic
pH 5.8 [40]. For experiments testing NMM interaction with
rigorously single-stranded G-rich sequences, GQs assem-
bled from IL1 or G4 in TB buffer were treated with 50 mM
LiOH for 30 min, after which the pH was adjusted to neu-
tral by the addition of HCl. The disruption of the quadru-
plex into single strands was verified using CD spectroscopy.
The C1A:C1B duplex was formed in solutions containing
120 lM of each strand in TB-TMACl buffer. The solution
was heated to 95 °C for 10 min, and cooled to room tempera-
ture over a period of 3 h. The final duplex was either used as
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generated or gel-purified on nondenaturing PAGE using
TMACl in the running buffer as described previously [41]. A
dry sample of calf-thymus (CT) DNA was dissolved in 10 mM
lithium cacodylate and 1 mM Na2EDTA to a concentration
of approximately 1 mM (in base pairs) and placed on a nuta-
tor for 1 week at 4 °C. Before use, the sample was centrifuged
extensively to remove insoluble components and the superna-
tant was transferred to a clean microcentrifuge tube. Stock
DNA and NMM solutions were stored at 80 °C; samples in
buffers were stored at either 20 °C or 4 °C depending on
the length of time between sample preparation and use.
Concentrations of all DNA samples were determined spec-
trophotometrically at room temperature on two types of
UV-visible spectrophotometers and are reported as the con-
centration of structural element: GQ, i-motif or duplex. For
example, the concentration of a unimolecular GQ is equal to
the concentration of oligonucleotide strand, whereas the con-
centration of a tetramolecular GQ is assumed to be one quar-
ter of the oligonucleotide strand concentration. The
concentration of genomic CT DNA is reported in base pairs.
Extinction coefficients for all single-stranded oligonucleotides
are provided in Table S1 and were calculated using the near-
est-neighbor approximation [42,43]. Secondary structures of
all DNA sequences were verified using CD wavelength scans.
CD spectroscopy
For CD experiments, DNA samples were prepared at
1–10 lM concentrations in desired buffers. Spectra were
collected on two types of CD spectropolarimeters; one of
which was equipped with a Peltier temperature control unit
(error of 0.3 °C). Samples were placed in cylindrical
quartz cuvettes (pathlengths of 0.1 or 0.5 cm) or a 1-cm
quartz cuvette. Three scans were collected from 330 to
220 nm with a 1-nm bandwidth and an average time of 1 s
at 25 °C and averaged. CD data were treated as described
previously [44]. CD spectra of selected sequences were col-
lected in the presence of a two-fold excess of NMM to
determine its effect on DNA secondary structure. For these
experiments, samples were annealed with or without NMM
at 90 °C for 10 min, slowly cooled to room temperature
and stored at 4 °C overnight before collecting CD scans.
UV-visible and fluorescence spectroscopy
UV-visible spectra for absorption titrations were collected
on a spectrophotometer with a Peltier-thermostatted cuv-
ette holder (error of 0.3 °C) using a 1-cm quartz cuvette.
Spectra were collected in the range of 350–700 nm at
25 °C. All experiments were performed at least three times
on independently prepared solutions.
Fluorescence experiments were performed on three types
of commercially available spectrofluorometers. An NMM
solution was prepared in the desired buffer at 1 lM and its
steady-state fluorescence spectrum was measured. DNA was
added to NMM at 10-fold excess, the sample was equili-
brated at room temperature for up to 1 h and its fluores-
cence spectrum was remeasured. The amount of DNA
required to saturate the NMM fluorescence signal was
determined from fluorescence titrations, which also were
used to obtain binding constants. Titrations of 1 lM NMM
were conducted with G4 (in TB), G8 (in TB) and VEGF (in
5K), all of which are parallel-stranded GQs; with antiparal-
lel/mixed-hybrid G4T4G4 (5K); and with antiparallel
G4T4G4 (50Na) and 26TelG4 (50Na). Spectra of NMM in
the presence of G4 and G8 were collected in 100-lL volume
quartz cuvettes with excitation wavelength of 399 nm, emis-
sion wavelength range from 550 to 750 nm, slits of 0.5 nm,
and an integration time of 1 or 2 s. Spectra of NMM in the
presence of VEGF, G4T4G4 and 26TelG4 were collected in
a 1-cm quartz cuvette using excitation wavelength of
399 nm, emission wavelength range from 550 to 700 nm,
increment of 1 nm, integration time of 0.5 s, slits of 2 nm,
and temperature of 25 °C. Quadruplex G4T4G4 in 5K dis-
plays tight binding to NMM (Ka > 10
7 M1); in this case, a
solution of only 0.1 lM NMM was titrated with the quad-
ruplex; data were collected at a single wavelength of
608 nm using two points per second and a 50-s duration
(which corresponds to 100 scans with 0.5-s integration time)
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. All data were corrected
for dilution and fit to extract the association constants, Ka,
as described previously [23]. Reported errors originate from
the global fit of two to three collected data sets. Both,
1 NMM:1 DNA and 1 NMM:2 DNA binding models were
considered. Changes in fluorescence intensity at kmax
(610 nm for NMM and 607–609 nm for NMM bound to
DNA) are reported as fluorescence enhancement and were
calculated by taking the difference between the fluorescence
intensity in the presence and absence of DNA divided by
the fluorescence intensity recorded for NMM alone. Uncer-
tainties in the fluorescence intensities arise predominantly
from lamp intensity variation at the excitation wavelength
from day to day and errors associated with pipetting small
volumes. Error bars on fluorescence enhancement values
are 1 SD (confidence interval of 68.2%), derived from repli-
cate experiments. Statistical analysis performed on the fluo-
rescence enhancement data are provided in Tables S3 and
S4 and in Doc. S2.
Competition titrations via fluorescence
To determine the selectivity of NMM for GQ structures,
two sets of competition titrations were performed. In one
set, a solution of 1.0 lM NMM containing approximately
10 lM of G4 or VEGF was titrated with increasing
amounts of dsDNA. In another set of experiments, a solu-
tion of 1.0 lM NMM containing up to 100 lM of dsDNA
was titrated with an increasing amount of G4 or VEGF.
These titrations were performed at 25 °C in TB (for G4) or
5K (for VEGF) buffers.
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pH studies
To measure the effect of pH on NMM fluorescence,
1–2 lM NMM in H2O was titrated with 0.1 M of either
HCl or NaOH to achieve the desired pH. The pH, fluores-
cence and UV-visible data were collected after each addi-
tion of acid or base. The experiments were run either as
titrations or using a batch method. For fluorescence, slits
were 3.5–5 nm. Titrations were repeated four times.
To test the reversibility of the NMM fluorescence as a
function of pH UV-visible and fluorescence spectra of two
NMM samples were recorded at neutral pH. The pH of the
first sample was brought down to approximately 3.2, then
back up to neutral. The pH of the second sample was
brought up to approximately 10.5, then back down to neu-
tral. The solution pH was adjusted using either 0.25 M HCl
or 0.25 M LiOH. These experiments were repeated twice.
The effect of pH and buffer type on the fluorescence of
NMM was tested in five buffers that contained 10 mM of
Tris (pH 8.3), lithium cacodylate (pH 7.2 and 5.8) or
sodium acetate (pH 4.9 and 4.0). All buffers were supple-
mented with 5 mM KCl and 95 mM LiCl.
Fluorescence lifetime measurements
Fluorescence lifetimes were collected for NMM in the pres-
ence of representative GQ structures on a multi-frequency
cross-correlation phase and modulation fluorometer at room
temperature [45,46]. Samples were prepared at concentrations
of NMM ranging from 0.7 to 2.3 lM with GQ ratios ranging
from 1 : 4 to 1 : 30, depending on the sequence. The excita-
tion wavelength was 399 nm; sample emission was filtered
through a 550-nm longpass filter and referenced to a scatterer
with counts that were matched to that of the sample. The
frequency range over which data were collected was 1–
250 MHz. The number of frequencies collected varied from
10 to 50, depending on the sample. Lifetimes were calculated
from fits to the phase delay and modulation ratio data as
described previously using commercially available software
[47]. Errors are either associated with global fits to multiple
scans or are 1 SD calculated from multiple lifetime measure-
ments for a given sample. The low fluorescence intensity of
free NMM in a buffer made it impossible to measure its life-
time accurately with our instrumentation.
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